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Across
1 Mil. landing pad
4 El ___, Castilian conqueror of Valencia
7 Bespectacled typist?
13 Find an opportunity (for): (3 wds.)
15 Slummy regular, say
16 *Slogan for depressive coders?
19 Coq tactic and logical principle
20 Dr.’s orders
21 Some boppers
22 One of two horns?
25 Banned pol. party of Thailand
26 *Unattractive statement?
30 Alpine gliders
33 Gordon’s, vodka, and Kina Lillet, à la Bond
34 Arbitrary type, conventionally
37 Intl. economy overseer
38 Popular Nike shoe
39 Controversial comestibles: Abbr.
40 Applicable abstraction
42 Tcl/Tk windowing shell
43 See 4 down
45 Things not done so far, maybe
46 Dismissive trident?
48 Earnings
49 Licensing agreement, maybe
51 Evil’s root, according to some
52 Magyar king and bridge namesake
53 Insurance company Aegon
54 Fundamental PL system
55 Order for a dog
56 Margarine preceder
58 CR and LF
60 Or, in \LaTeX
61 Basic, amoral drives

Down
1 Roasting tool
2 Milanese amaro
3 “I’ll ___ You”, 1986 Toto song
4 With 43 down, the theme of this puzzle
5 Backtalker’s confession, maybe
6 Half of a tasse
7 Prestigious MBA
8 Mid. East policy group
9 Ways to catch trains?
10 It can be grand
11 Overhang
12 66 and 1, e.g.
14 Actors
17 Horseplay, to some
18 Feature of Twelf and Python
23 Annus prolixus
24 Powers portrayer
26 Grant funder
27 H.S. dice game, for some
28 Part maker/assembler: Abbr.
29 ___ shop
31 Junior
32 Apple’s yoga offering?
34 Israeli entry: Abbr.
35 Motorists grp.
36 Java coder’s boxes and arrows
38 Shock’s partner
41 λ and μ, for example
43 See 4 down
45 Things not done so far, maybe
46 Dismissive trident?
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